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Charge
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Are there West Coast ATLAS projects?
Not really...

Institutions well integrated into ATLAS ecosystem,
and significant impact in collaboration management

Spokesperson: F. Gianotti

Deputy: D. Charlton, A. Lankford (UCI)

Coordinator Deputy

Physics R. Hawkings K. Einsweiler (LBNL)

Data Preparation J. Boyd G. Unal

Computing/Software J. Shank H. von der Schmitt

Trigger D. Strom (Oregon) B. Petersen

Detector M. Aleksa T. Pauly

Extensive involvement at the next level down as well...
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• LHC in 2011

• ATLAS Operations and Luminosity

• Detector Performance

• Physics Highlights

- Standard Model/Top

- SM Higgs Searches

-Other Searches

• LHC Future Plans and Upgrades

Outline
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Most results from Summer (~1 fb-1)
Will try to highlight regional involvement

Apologies in advance for omissions

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic
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2011 proton-proton run
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Peak and Integrated Luminosity
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Peak Lumi 3.65 x 1033 cm-2 s-1

Bunches Colliding 1331
Max Lumi in 1 day 135 pb-1

Max Lumi in 7 days 580 pb-1

Selected Records
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Road to Luminosity
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Luminosity = nb f N2/A
f - revolution frequency 
nb - bunches colliding
N - protons per bunch
A - cross-sectional collision area

2010 2011
2015
Goal

Ebeam (TeV) 3.53.5 7

nb 
(ATLAS/CMS)

36 1331 2808

N (protons) 0.9x1011 1.3x1011 1.2x1011

1/β* (m-1) 0.3 1 ~2

Peak Lumi 
(cm-2 s-1)

9x1030 3.5x1033 1x1034

Stored Energy
(MJ/beam)

~2.5 ~100 ~380

Currently at about 1/3 of 
design luminosity

nb
N

A



Length: 46m
Radius: 12m

Weight: ~7,000 tons
~108 electronic channels
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TDAQ/Trigger
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Trigger and DAQ 

13!

•! Collision rate: 

–! 1st 2010 run: 50 Hz 

–! Recent runs: 200 kHz 

•! Trigger rate today: 

–! L1 ~10 kHz 

–! To tape: ~300 Hz 

• 3-stage trigger

• Continual menu evolution during 2011

• Increasing use of multi-object triggers

Stream Rates

Threshold
(GeV)

Rate (Hz)
@ L = 3x1033

Single e 22 55

Single μ 18 100

Two e 2x12 1.3

Two τ 20, 30 15

MET 70 5

Jet+MET 75, 55 20

Averaging well above design
200 Hz to tape

Soft limit driven by
world-wide disk storage

2011 Peak Rates
L1: 55 kHz
EF: 550 Hz
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Operational Efficiency
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• Recording Efficiency

- Trigger/DAQ problems

- Trigger Deadtime

- Start-of-fill preparations

• Data Quality Efficiency

- Detector-specific problems

- Shown after reprocessing 

Over ~90% overall efficiency for physics
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Operations Efforts
• Detector

- Trigger/TDAQ - Irvine, Oregon, SLAC

- Inner Detector - LBNL, Santa Cruz, SLAC

-Muons (esp. CSC) - Arizona, Irvine, SLAC, Washington

• Data Preparation

- BeamSpot - LBNL, SLAC

- Luminosity - LBNL, Oregon

- Data Quality - LBNL, Oregon

• ‘Object’ Groups

- E/gamma - Santa Cruz

- Jets/MET - SLAC, Arizona, Santa Cruz

- Taus - Washington, Oregon

- Vertexing/b-tagging - LBNL, Washington, 
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+ Simulation, Computing, ...

Lots of effort everywhere

I am sure this list is 
rather incomplete (sorry)!
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• Dedicated (fast) luminosity detectors
measuring inelastic pp rate

• Absolute luminosity from ‘van der Meer’
beam separation scans, and bunch charge

• Can calibrate each detector/algorithm

• Extensive consistency checks in extrapolation
to entire 2011 data sample

Luminosity Calibration
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unseparated. By comparing this peak luminosity to the peak interaction rate µMAX
vis observed by a given

detector and algorithm during the vdM scan, a determination of ⇥vis can be made according to

⇥vis = µ
MAX
vis

2��x�y

n1n2
. (4)

One useful quantity which only depends on the transverse beam sizes, but can be extracted from the vdM
scan data for each luminosity method, is the specific luminosity Lspec which can be written as

Lspec = L/(nbn1n2) =
fr

2��x�y
. (5)

Comparing the specific luminosity values measured in the same scan by di⇥erent detectors and algo-
rithms provides a direct check on the consistency of the vdM scan results from these di⇥erent methods.

2.2 Converting Counting Rates to Absolute Luminosity

In 2010, ATLAS has used event counting algorithms to measure the delivered luminosity, where a bunch
crossing is said to contain an ‘event’ if the criteria for a given algorithm are satisfied. Event counting is
equivalent to ‘zero counting’ where the rate of bunch crossings with no interactions are counted. Since
in general there can be more than one interaction per bunch crossing, the quantity µvis is only a linear
function of the event rate when µvis ⇤ 1. As more fully described in [2], there are two main algorithm
types currently being used in ATLAS for luminosity determination: EventOR (inclusive counting) and
EventAND (coincidence counting).

In an EventOR algorithm, a bunch crossing will be counted if the sum of all hits on both the forward
(“A”) and backward (“C”) arms of the detector under consideration is at least one. Assuming that the
number of interactions in a bunch crossing can be described by a Poisson distribution, the probability of
observing an inclusive event can be computed as

PEvent OR(µOR
vis ) = 1 � e�µ

OR
vis = NOR

NBC
. (6)

Here the raw event count NOR is the number of bunch crossings, during a given time, in which at least
one pp interaction satisfies the event-selection criteria of the OR algorithm under consideration, and
NBC is the total number of bunch crossings during the same interval. Solving for µvis in terms of the
event-counting rate yields:

µOR
vis = � ln

�
1 � NOR

NBC

⇥
. (7)

In the case of an EventAND algorithm, a bunch crossing will be counted if there is at least one hit on
both sides of the detector. The probability of recording a coincidence event can be expressed as

PEvent AND(µAND
vis ) = 1 � 2e�(1+⇥OR

vis /⇥
AND
vis )µAND

vis /2 + e�(⇥OR
vis /⇥

AND
vis )µAND

vis = NAND
NBC
. (8)

This relationship cannot be inverted analytically to determine µAND
vis as a function of NAND/NBC so some

other technique must be used. Typically this inversion is performed numerically using a look-up table, or
the function is approximated with a simplified form. For example, the above expression can be simplified
if ⇥OR

vis /⇥
AND
vis ⇥ 1, since in this case

PEvent AND(µAND
vis ) = 1 � e�µ

AND
vis = NAND

NBC
(9)

and this relationship can then be inverted analytically. This approximation is used in the analysis de-
scribed in Section 2.4.3.

2

Peak Rate

Scan
Widths

Bunch
Charges

rate and increases the beam size, to first order this e⇥ect cancels out in the determination of �vis. Any
possible residual e⇥ect is treated as a source of systematic uncertainty, as described in Section 5.

The value of µvis has been determined from the raw event rate using the analytic function described
in Section 2.2 for the LUCID EventOR algorithm. The LUCID EventAND algorithm is more involved,
however, as a numerical inversion using a look-up table is performed. Since the specific values of this
lookup table depend on �AND

vis as well as �OR
vis , an iterative procedure must be employed. This procedure

is found to converge after three steps.
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Figure 1: Specific interaction rate versus nominal beam separation for the LUCID EventOR algorithm
during scan IV in the x plane. The bunch charge product (n1n2) is measured in units of (1⇥1011protons)2.
The residual deviation of the data from the fit assuming statistical errors only is shown in the bottom
panel.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the scan data is fit to a double Gaussian with common mean plus a constant
background term which provides an excellent description of the scan data. The ⇥2/DOF for all fits are
less than 3, and most fits lie in the range from 0.5 – 2. For a double Gaussian profile, it can be shown
that the convolved beam size appearing in Equation 4 can be written 1/� = f1/�1 + (1 � f1)/�2 where
�1 is the width of Gaussian 1 and f1 is the fractional component of Gaussian 1 in the double Gaussian
sum. Each scan for each BCID is fit independently to provide a measurement of µMAX

vis and �, and the
combination of one x scan and one y scan is the minimum needed to perform one measurement of �vis.
The average value of µMAX

vis between the two scan planes is used in the determination of �vis, and the
correlation matrix from each fit between µMAX

vis and � is taken into account when evaluating the statistical
uncertainty. Table 2 summarizes the scan IV-V measurements of �vis for both LUCID algorithms. Since
�vis should be independent of BCID or scan number, the agreement between these values reflects the
reproducibility and stability of the calibration procedure during a single fill. The variation in these
measurements by BCID and by scan can be seen for LUCID EventOR in Figure 2. Good agreement is
seen between the �vis results measured for di⇥erent BCIDs, and the BCID-averaged �vis value found in

5

Summer 2011 result: dL/L = 3.7% (preliminary)
Dominated by uncertainty in bunch charge product
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Luminosity per crossing
• Luminosity per 

25 ns ‘BCID’

• One snapshot like
this every minute

• Mean number of inelastic 
interactions per crossing

• Increased pileup significant
challenge for jets, MET, taus

• Not really an issue for
electrons, muons, photons

• Now simulating this in MC

13



20 pp 
Interactions
(14 Sept.)

~10 cm
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• ATLAS LAr uses bi-polar shaping 
to average out pileup 

• Not perfect with bunch trains
- needs detailed corrections 
for Jets/MET

!!D. Froidevaux, CERN LHCC Open Session, CERN, 21/09/2011 

"#$"%!&'()*+,&-(,.)*/!.012(,!)3!1.4'5-1!
Signal amplitude vs 
time after shaping 

�!6)!*),!'71'(,!2!+.8*.3.(2*,!.012(,!)*!
,&2(9.*8:!!*)&!0-)*+:!*)&!';'*!
'4'(,&)*+!2*<!1=),)*+!
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0'2+-&'0'*,I!>.1)42&!1-4+'!+=21.*8!
<'+.8*'<!+)!,=2,!JD#K!F!H!3)&!LG!*+!
@-*(=5+12(.*8!2*<!-*.3)&0!.*,'*+.,M!
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�!",!,='!0)0'*,:!.*,&)<-('!.*(&'2+'<!A',!'*'&8M!
+(24'!-*('&,2.*,M!3)&!4)P51#!A',+!B2,!027.0-0!RS!
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Pileup in Jets/MET

15

Very active area of work
ATLAS Hadronic Calibration Workshop,

SLAC, September 2011



2010 Highlights
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Standard Model Boson Production

• In 1 fb-1: Millions of Ws, hundreds of thousands of Zs

• W or Z cross-sections already systematics limited in 35 pb-1

• LHC is a Boson Factory, high precision differential measurements 
underway 

17

W → eν Z → μμ
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W and Z Measurements

18
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Figure 3: Results for Rjet in the electron channel (left) and in the muon channel (right) for their respective fiducial regions. The results
are compared to NLO predictions from MCFM (corrected to particle level using Pythia). Data are shown as black points at the lower
bin edge corresponding to the jet pT threshold with black error bars indicating the statistical uncertainties. The yellow band shows all
systematic uncertainties added in quadrature and the green band shows statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The
theory uncertainty (dashed line) shown on the MCFM prediction includes uncertainties from PDF and renormalisation and factorisation
scales. Note that these threshold data and their associated uncertainties are correlated between bins.

jet pT Electron Fiducial Muon Fiducial Combined Boson Full Phase Space
Threshold |�e| < 2.47 |�µ| < 2.4 |��| < 2.5
( GeV) (excl. 1.37 < � < 1.52)

30 8.73 ± 0.3 ± 0.40 8.49 ± 0.23 ± 0.33 8.29 ± 0.18 ± 0.28 10.13 ± 0.22 ± 0.45
40 8.23 ± 0.35 ± 0.41 7.74 ± 0.26 ± 0.30 7.67 ± 0.20 ± 0.24 9.89 ± 0.26 ± 0.38
50 7.77 ± 0.42 ± 0.39 7.7 ± 0.37 ± 0.30 7.46 ± 0.27 ± 0.25 9.97 ± 0.36 ± 0.39
60 7.10 ± 0.47 ± 0.36 7.54 ± 0.46 ± 0.30 7.07 ± 0.32 ± 0.24 9.64 ± 0.43 ± 0.39
70 7.04 ± 0.55 ± 0.32 6.64 ± 0.49 ± 0.27 6.59 ± 0.35 ± 0.22 9.07 ± 0.49 ± 0.41
80 6.58 ± 0.6 ± 0.33 6.33 ± 0.53 ± 0.27 6.22 ± 0.38 ± 0.23 8.58 ± 0.53 ± 0.46
90 6.72 ± 0.77 ± 0.36 6.83 ± 0.74 ± 0.27 6.53 ± 0.51 ± 0.23 9.02 ± 0.71 ± 0.51
100 5.88 ± 0.75 ± 0.35 6.82 ± 0.87 ± 0.28 6.02 ± 0.54 ± 0.23 8.33 ± 0.75 ± 0.48
110 5.90 ± 0.87 ± 0.44 6.76 ± 1.05 ± 0.28 6.01 ± 0.64 ± 0.28 8.25 ± 0.88 ± 0.53
120 5.74 ± 0.95 ± 0.38 6.34 ± 1.20 ± 0.31 5.72 ± 0.71 ± 0.26 7.93 ± 0.98 ± 0.52
130 5.76 ± 1.12 ± 0.45 7.22 ± 1.72 ± 0.30 5.95 ± 0.89 ± 0.31 8.31 ± 1.25 ± 0.55
140 5.23 ± 1.1 ± 0.66 8.04 ± 2.17 ± 0.56 5.62 ± 0.93 ± 0.50 7.94 ± 1.31 ± 0.76
150 5.58 ± 1.4 ± 0.50 7.40 ± 2.37 ± 0.76 5.70 ± 1.13 ± 0.40 8.15 ± 1.62 ± 0.67
160 4.99 ± 1.35 ± 0.47 5.17 ± 1.72 ± 0.48 4.83 ± 1.01 ± 0.36 6.92 ± 1.44 ± 0.56
170 6.19 ± 2.02 ± 0.70 5.30 ± 2.09 ± 0.59 5.53 ± 1.39 ± 0.53 7.97 ± 2.00 ± 0.84
180 6.42 ± 2.17 ± 0.57 5.72 ± 2.54 ± 0.86 5.86 ± 1.57 ± 0.55 8.38 ± 2.24 ± 1.25
190 6.9 ± 2.5 ± 0.94 5.70 ± 2.65 ± 0.84 6.04 ± 1.72 ± 0.72 8.43 ± 2.40 ± 1.46

Table 3: Measured Rjet in the electron, muon and combined channels. The extrapolation to a common fiducial region for the combination
decreases the value of the ratio for both channels. Values are reported with statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.

8

W charge asymmetry W/Z + 1 jet ratio

�(W+)� �(W�)

�(W+) + �(W�)

⇥(W ! e� + 1jet)

⇥(Z ! ee+ 1jet)

2010 analyses established techniques, 
expect updates on all differential

analyses this winter
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ttbar - tau/mu dilepton candidate

19
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ttbar yeilds

20

~ 10k lepton+jet in 1 fb-1

~2k ttbar → di-lepton in 1 fb-1
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Top Studies

21

di-lepton ttbar spin correlation

Top mass 
measurements

W Polarization

Rich program of detailed top quark
measurements ahead
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Boosted top reconstruction

22

Development of
Boosted Top

or top-jet taggers

Starting to be used 
in ttbar resonance 

searches

(Z’, KK modes, H, ...)
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SM Cross-sections

23

2010 data 2011 data
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SM Cross-sections

24

Experimental errors (including Lumi)
at or below theory errors
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SM Cross-sections

25

σ B ~ 40 fb
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ZZ → 4 leptons

26

ZZ → 4l: 12 events in 1 fb-1, very clean

Combined eeee, eeμμ, μμμμ
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SM Higgs Searches

28

Higgs cross-sections 
•! H!!!: rare channel, but the 

best for low mass 

•! H!WW(*):  
–! !l!l!: very important in the 

intermediate mass range 

–! ! l!qq: highest rate, 
important at high mass 

•! H!ZZ(*): 
–! ! 4l: golden channel 

–! ! ll!!: good for high mass 

–! ! llbb: also high mass 

•! H!"": good signal/
background, important at low 
mass, rare 

•! Associated prod. H! bb-bar 
–! ttH, WH, ZH 

–! It is useful for the discovery 

–! It is very important for Higgs 
property studies if SM Higgs 
is discovered  

!"#$%&'$ ((!)*)*$ ++!,)$ --$

!"#$ !"%$ !&'$ ()$

!'#$ )*#$ (&+$ !+$

)##$ ,*$ )&,$ #&#($

-./012$/34/51/6$17$8/$4976:5/6$;<1=$>?!$@A!$

>B!!$A$,C""C!!$ '$D&$E<2FGH$I<JJ2$2/F95=/2$<0$DK>DL$

./0.1$

• Low Mass ( < 120 GeV)

- H→γγ - best at low mass

- H→ττ - needs more lumi

• Intermediate ( < 200 GeV)

- H→W*W→lνlν
high rate, poor resolution

• High Mass ( > 200 GeV)

- H→ZZ → llll - golden channel

- H→ZZ → llνν - higher stats, higher backgrounds

Data still from Summer (Lepton/Photon)
Expect new results in December
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SM Higgs by channel

29

Limits from Lepton-Photon



Lepton-Photon 2011
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Expected Limits

31

Projections for the full 2011 datasetProjections for the full 2011 dataset
With ~5 fb-1

(full 2011 data):

Exclusion is possible 
in the whole mass range.

3� evidence possible 
for mH>~130 GeV.

With ~2x5 fb-1:

3� evidence possible for
almost whole mass range.

5� discovery possible 
for mH>~130 GeV.

Crucial to fully exploit 
the low-mass region
(and to do it fast)!

4

Expected Limits from early 2011, surprisingly close to what actually happened
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Expected Sensitivity

32

Projections for the full 2011 datasetProjections for the full 2011 dataset
With ~5 fb-1

(full 2011 data):

Exclusion is possible 
in the whole mass range.

3� evidence possible 
for mH>~130 GeV.

With ~2x5 fb-1:

3� evidence possible for
almost whole mass range.

5� discovery possible 
for mH>~130 GeV.

Crucial to fully exploit 
the low-mass region
(and to do it fast)!

4

Will likely know in months, not years

Discovery is harder...
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MSSM Higgs → ττ

33
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Figure 4: E!ective mass distribution for the eµ (top left), MMC mass distribution for the !"had (top

right) and visible mass distribution for the "had"had (bottom) final states. The data are compared with

the background expectation and an added hypothetical MSSM signal (mA = 120GeV, tan# = 20 for

top plots, mA = 200GeV, tan# = 20 for the bottom plot). “OS-SS” denotes the di!erence between the

opposite-sign and same-sign event yields.
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Figure 4: E!ective mass distribution for the eµ (top left), MMC mass distribution for the !"had (top

right) and visible mass distribution for the "had"had (bottom) final states. The data are compared with

the background expectation and an added hypothetical MSSM signal (mA = 120GeV, tan# = 20 for

top plots, mA = 200GeV, tan# = 20 for the bottom plot). “OS-SS” denotes the di!erence between the

opposite-sign and same-sign event yields.
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e + μ l + h h + h

l+h dominates the limit
High tanβ region excluded

Nice demonstration of tau
trigger and reco abilities
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Example SUSY dilepton Limits
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Inclusive di-lepton MET
very nicely behaved

Limits shown on χ1+ χ20

accepted cross-section
95% CL exclusion above ~few pb

across χ10,  χ1+ plane
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Selected SUSY Limits
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Selected Non-SUSY Limits
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LHC Future
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Rough draft 10-year plan (not approved)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

~ 4 TeV Ebeam ~ 7 TeVEbeam ~ 7 TeVEbeam ~ 7 TeVEbeam ~ 7 TeV

3 x 1033 L ~ 1 x 1034 L ~ 1 x 1034

10 fb-1 Lint ~ 80 fb-1 Lint ~ 100 fb-1

LHC
Upgrades

LS1:
Interconnect

Repair

LS2:
Collimation

Crab Cavities
RF Cryo

LS3:
Lumi

Upgrade?

ATLAS
Upgrades

Phase 0:
Insertable B-Layer

Phase 1:
Trigger/DAQ

Phase 2:
New tracker
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ATLAS Upgrades (abridged)
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• Phase 0 - LS1: 2012-2014

- Insertable B-layer (new pixel layer)

-New cooling for pixels/SCT

- Replace LAr LV power supplies

- Finish EE chamber installation (muons)

-New beam pipes (Be and Al)

• Phase 1 - LS2: 2018, some in LS1 as ready?

- Higher granularity L1Calo trigger, topological L1 triggers

- Adaptation of TDAQ electronics and HLT configuration (network)

- Fast track trigger (FTK)

-New small wheels (muons)

-New forward physics instrumentation

• Phase 2 - LS3: 2022

-Major detector replacements (e.g.: new inner tracker), ...

Swiped from Abe Seiden
US ATLAS IB Meeting

Major West-Coast 
Involvement for pixels,

TDAQ/HLT,
tracker replacement,

management
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Conclusions
• LHC exceeded all expectations in 2011 

- achieved L = 3.65 x 1033 cm-2 s-1, over 5 fb-1 delivered to ATLAS

• ATLAS detector performing well

- High operational efficiency for entire year

• SM Physics

- Large samples leading to complex, detailed studies

- Important for understanding search backgrounds

• SM Higgs searches

- Lots of excitement, fairly definitive results in a few months

• Many other searches also ongoing - nothing yet

• Upgrade planning for near and far future well established
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Very exciting times ahead!


